
Theme of the Month: Resources and efficiency of materials Month: October, 2019

Value of the Month: Curiosity and responsibilty Class: I- A & B

SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

ENGLISH

Unit - 4: Joining in stories
1.Chicken licken(Recap)
2.Checking the story( Recap)
3.Exploring the stories (Recap)
4.Lizzie locks
5.Predicting the story.

6. Exploring the story
7. The runaway chapati
8.Finish and check the story
9.What happened in the story.
10.Changing charecters in 
traditional tales.
11. The story setting.
12. Changing the ending.

MATHS
3 D Shapes and properties 
Numbers 150-180

Numbers 181-200
Number names- 141- 160
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Number names - 121- 140

Numbers on numerals
Ordering on numbers

EVS
Unit- 4 Materials in my world
4.1- What is it made of?(Recap)
4.2-Using materials.

4.3-Sorting materials

II LAN 
TELUGU

*Gunimthapu gurthulatho padaalu
*Moukhika abhyasanamu mariyu 
lekhana abhyasanamu,
*Mahaa praana aksharaalu.--
padaalu

*Mahaa praana aksharaalu
*Mahaa praana aksharaalu 
ucharana
*Alpa praana aksharaalu _ mahaa 
praana aksharaalu. Lekhana 
abhyasanam.
*Othula parichayam.

II LAN
HINDI

Introduction of 'CHA'' Varg words
* One - Many

Introduction of ''TA'' Varg words
ORAl - Our body
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SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

ICT
The Keyboard
-Keys on the board
-Letter Keys

The Keyboard
-Number keys
-Special Keys

Music - Vocal Rag yaman swaramalika Chota khyal 

Music - 
Instrument

C major scale and C major group 
chords Practice on key board 

C major scale and C major group 
chords Practice on key board

DANCE

Warm-up 
Practice on steps on various 
patrons and medium intensity on 
music and warm down 

Warm-up
Practices various intensities of low 
medium high and understanding 
music and theory about dress on 
dance form
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VE / LSP
Chapter 5- The food we eat 
>Learning about good health

The good food song

SEP

<!--td {border: 1px solid #ccc;}br 
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>BODY MANAGEMENT: 
=> Identify the base of support 
and balanced objects. 
Activity:- 
1) Pyramid formations and 
balancing activities. 
TEAM GAME : 
A small tub is tied with long rope 
and fixed to post, children need to 
pull it and should go forward and 
need to reach the pole one after 
one, who finishes first they will be 
winners. 

ATHLETICS : 
=> HIGH JUMP 
Activity: children will learn the 
path way of high jump and how to 
perform high jump by using 
scissor cut technique. 
TEAMGAME: 
Hitting the balloon upwards by 
using only legs 
Activity: 
Children will be divided into 
three’s and hits upwards by using 
their legs by co-coordinating each 
other. 
Note: They need to sit and play 
this game
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SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

ART & CRAFT
Observations, personal 
experiences and interests, 

Art integration on  Materials in my 
world 
4.1-What is it made of?
4.2-Using materials 
4.3-sorting materials 

SWIMMING

Slandered arm movement of free 
style and body balancing of body 
in water to overcome water 
phobia Basic prone position of 
body and glide forward swim 
forward and straight

Slandered arm movement of free 
style and body balancing of body 
in water to overcome water 
phobia Basic prone position of 
body and glide forward swim 
forward and straight

KARATE
Blocks
Self defence part 1

Forward movement kicks 
Gymnastics
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Signature of the Principal

* * *

PARENT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITY
Kindly guide your child to collect or gather used materials and create something new and useful out of those materials , so the child 

appreciates and understands the importance of recycling the materials and things we use in everyday life.
Note: The project needs to be submitted to the classteacher by 22/10/19 

For any suggestions & feedback please mail us at principal@lakshyaschool.in

Class Teacher's Helpline: Name: Keerthi Sunayana                                            Mobile Number: 7396446845
Class Teacher's Helpline: Name: T. Karuna                                            Mobile Number: 9440450613
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